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ABSTRACT
The seismic analysis of ground supported circular water tank resting on soft soil, medium soil and hard soil
consisting of mass tank wall, mass of water and mass of base slab is carried out. “In this paper a parametric study
on spring mass model, time period in impulsive and convective mode, base shear, bending moment,
overturning moment, pressure due to vertical excitation, maximum hydrodynamic pressure due to impulsive
and convective mass of water is considered. The seismic analysis of ground supported circular water tank
performed using IS 1893 part 2: 2014 and IS 1893 part 1: 2016.”
Keywords: Ground Rested Tank, Spring Mass Modal, D/H Ratio, Base Shear, Bending Moment, Overturning
Moment, Hydrodynamic Pressure.

I. INTRODUCTION

the disease that follows the earthquake is to be
avoided, then it is essential that the safe supply of

Water is the primary source of living for the human
being. It is necessary to deal with the storage as

water is available. There are many recorded failures of
circular tank under seismic effects.

properly as possible. Many new ideas and innovation
are being made for the storage of water and other
liquid material in different forms and fashions. There

Liquid storage tank are used for storage of different
types of materials such as water, oil, nitrogen, high

are many different ways for the storage of liquid such
as underground, ground supported, elevated etc. As

pressure

gas

and

petroleum.

“Damaged

tanks

the population is increasing and due to the big society

could cause irreparable environmental pollution.

water requirements have increase to a larger level.

Sloshing frequency of liquid in tank, hydrodynamic

Thus to compete the demand with supply, large
storage tanks are required for storage of water and

pressure on wall and proper analysis of fluid-structure
interaction under seismic excitation is required for

other liquids.

evaluating the performance of storage tanks.”

containing petroleum or other hazardous chemicals

II. METHODS AND DATA PROBLEM

The seismic performance of the circular and
rectangular reservoir is matter of special importance.
Without a water supply, uncontrolled fires occurring

Two mass modal for tank was proposed by housner

as a result of major earthquake may cause more

(1963) which is more appropriate and is being

damage than the earthquake itself. If the out brake of

commonly used in most of the international codes
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including IS 1893 (part 2). “The pressure generated

Problem data

within the fluid due to the dynamic motion of the
tank can be separated into impulsive and convective
parts. When a tank containing liquid with a free
surface is subjected to horizontal earthquake ground
motion, tank wall and liquid are subjected to
horizontal acceleration. The liquid in the lower region
of tank undergoes sloshing motion. This mass is
termed as convective liquid mass and it exerts
convective hydrodynamic pressure on wall and base.
Thus, total liquid mass gets divided into two partsimpulsive mass and convective mass. In spring mass
modal of tank-liquid system, these two liquid masses

Fig. 3problem data of circular water tank

are to be suitably represented. Figure 1 represents the
spring mass modal and description of hydrodynamic

Table 1 problem description

pressure distribution on tank wall.”
Free board

0.5 m

Wall thickness

250 mm

Thickness of base slab

400 mm

Grade of concrete

M 30

Soil type

Hard soil, medium soil,
Soft soil

Zone

IV

Table 2 dimension of circular water tank

Fig. 1 spring mass modal

D/h

dimensio
n

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

13.7

14.7

15.6

16.5

17.2

6.8

5.9

5.2

4.7

4.3

7.3

6.4

5.7

5.2

4.8

Diameter
(m)
height of
water (m)
height of
wall (m)

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Impulsive time period

Fig. 2 impulsive and convective hydrodynamic
pressure
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D. Total moment at bottom of wall

Fig.4 impulsive time period vs D/h ratio
B. Convective time period

Fig. 4 total moment at bottom of wall vs D/h ratio
E. Overturning moment

Fig. 2 convective time period vs D/h ratio
C. Total base shear

Fig. 5 overturning moment vs D/h ratio
F. Pressure due to vertical excitation

Fig. 3 total base shear vs D/h ratio

Fig. 6 pressure due to vertical excitation vs D/h ratio
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G. Maximum hydrodynamic pressure

Pressure due to vertical excitation and maximum
hydrodynamic pressure decreases while increasing
d/h. The value of maximum hydrodynamic pressure
for soft soil, medium soil and hard soil are quite
nearly.
Sloshing wave height increases with increase in D/h
ratio. Taking D/h = 2 to 4, sloshing wave height of soft
soil is greater than medium soil and hard soil.
Whereas the same sloshing wave height for medium
soil is greater than hard soil and its less than soft soil.
Sloshing wave height for hard soil is less than soft soil
and medium soil.

Fig. 7 maximum hydrodynamic pressure vs D/h ratio

IV. CONCLUSION
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